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The aim of this contribution is to outline the 
types of legal frameworks that have been set 
up by sovereigns to maneuver through and 
against the malicious use of social media 
networks, comment on the challenges faced, 
and identify policy trajectories. Focus is placed 
on the German Network Enforcement law 
(NetzDG) 1 as the prototypical archetype for a 
comprehensive and binding regime for social 
media intermediaries. Through a transatlantic 
comparison with other jurisdictions and 
courts, the legal tendencies of the malicious 
use of digital space are outlined, and 
recommendations are provided for the path 
forward.
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INTRODUCTION

The growing use of digital media is a  
well-observed phenomenon, with 90% of 
adults regularly accessing the Internet, 
and youth use averaging at least six 
hours a day.2 Together with the increasing 
digitalization of private and public sector 
models, digital space is creating a parallel 
space of social activity.3 This activity 
functions in a decentralized structure 
and across a variety of Websites and 
platforms, each under its own legal regimes 
and stakeholders.4 Information flows are 
filtered through a few ‘points of control,’ 
directly impacting interaction between 
individuals, sovereigns, and other entities. 
Through popular use, social media and 
video platforms are becoming especially 
important gatekeepers. Such platforms 
have morphed into concentrated arenas 
for public discourse and attention. While 
this brings many benefits, it also presents 
a gamut of new digital manipulation threats 
which necessitate governance. 

For example, the difficulty of 
authentication has given rise to the use 
of troll and cyborg entities capable of 
increasingly authentic proliferation of 
disinformation narratives. Traditional 
hacking tools resulting in impersonation 
capacity are further benefiting 
from advances in image and sound 
manipulation software capable of 
‘deepfaking’ individuals. These tools are 
being amalgamated by states and non-

states to engage in massive social media 
manipulation and social engineering 
campaigns.5 Concurrently, new over- and 
underground markets have sprawled to 
collect and broker internet user data, 
expediting access to information that can 
be used for the purpose of manipulation. 

The initial difficulty with managing the 
transnational digital domain is only 
reinforced by the proprietary nature of social 
media entities. This has made regulating 
against the malicious use of digital space a 
complex matter, interweaving several types 
of stakeholders. 

While from a legal standpoint, activity on 
the Internet is generally not differentiated 
from activity offline, its digital character 
necessitates a different approach. The 
aim of this report is to outline the types of 
legal frameworks that have been set up by 
sovereigns to maneuver through and against 
the malicious use of social media networks, 
comment on the challenges faced, and 
identify policy trajectories. Focus is placed 
on the German Network Enforcement law 
(NetzDG) 6 as the prototypical archetype 
for a comprehensive and binding regime 
for social media intermediaries. Through 
a transatlantic comparison with other 
jurisdictions and courts, the legal 
tendencies of the malicious use of digital 
space are outlined, and recommendations 
are provided for the path forward.
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Internet Intermediary 
Governance Frameworks 

The approach to Internet intermediaries 
differs on each side of the Transatlantic 
Alliance. In the US, intermediary liability is 
regulated by two acts – the Communication 
Decency Act (CDA) of 1996 and the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA/OCILLA) 
of 1998. Together, they provide that Internet 
intermediaries, including search engines 
and collaborative platforms, are exempted 
from liability for the illegal behavior of their 
users, nor can they be granted injunctions 
or orders to prevent or terminate illegal 
user activity. Concurrently, the intermediary 
is granted immunity from claims for acting 
against material considered objectionable. 
According to the DMCA, non-liability to 
hosts which are infringing is afforded only 
when there is no knowledge of the infringing 
material, financial benefit is not received 
from it, and it is expeditiously removed upon 
notice. 

US courts have generally disallowed 
direct content-based censorship,7 and 
the government has instead used a 
proxy methodology, wherein a variety of 
gatekeeping intermediaries are entrusted 
with the task.8 These have taken shape in 
the form of intermediary copyright liabilities, 
mandatory filters, compelled disclosures 
of user data, and collateral censorship.9 
Overall, social media in the United States 

are likely to enjoy multiple forms of rights 
to censor speech. They can be protected 
from compelled speech,10 even in the form 
of conditions for grants.11 The government 
would also face difficulties in requiring 
forfeiture of First Amendment rights due to 
opening the platform to other users, having 
a dominant market presence, or being 
considered utilities.12 

The EU rules on Internet intermediaries 
first came into force with the eCommerce 
Directive (2000/31/EC). The Directive 
generally exempted intermediaries that 
provide conduit, caching and hosting 
services from secondary liability as long as 
they are aware that they do not host illegal 
content or activities.13 While take-down 
procedures exist, they are vague and require 
“expeditious” removal upon “obtaining 
such knowledge or awareness” of illegal 
activity.14 The eCommerce Directive also 
specifically prohibits the imposition of a 
general obligation for providers of hosting, 
caching, and conduit services to monitor the 
information they transmit or store, and in 
particular, to “actively seek facts to indicate 
illegal activity.”15 A country-of-origin principle 
is also created to discern the subject of 
conducted activities under the Directive. 
Some room is also provided for Member 
States to establish procedures governing 
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the prevention and removal of access to 
such information. 

EU and US Governance 
Framework Trajectories

These frameworks have set the paradigm 
for the rules of social intermediaries for 
nearly the past two decades. They generally 
have exemption from secondary liability 
stemming from the illegal activities of their 
users for reasons of activity promotion, 
business model preservation, or the 
prevention of collateral censorship. However, 
as the weight of social media in steering 
social discourse has increased, countries 
have sought to scale up accountability and 
transparency. Studies have also found that 
efforts by major social media companies to 
self-regulate are lacking. For example, the 
removal of extremist content has decreased 
over time without the threat of sanction.16 

Yet any form of binding obligations brings 
forth myriad questions, with issues of 
balance of power and burdens between 
platforms, users, and public authorities. 
Shifting moderating and monitoring 
requirements to major social media entities 
carries the risk of alienating smaller social 
media for which such requirements are 
too costly. Automatic filtering systems or 
live moderators, for instance, may not be 
a scalable solution for smaller companies 
that need bespoke approaches because 
of the language or other characteristics 
of their customer base. This may place 
the digital ecosystem in favor of larger 

players, lessening pluralism in the market. 
However, subjecting social media to fewer 
requirements generally may leave users 
vulnerable to manipulation. 

The EU has championed non-binding efforts 
to accelerate certain content modification.17 
Its Action Plan and Code of Practice 
Against Disinformation, for example, was 
developed to promote self-regulation. It 
provides more resources and personnel 
for the European External Action Service 
and the strengthening of three Strategic 
Communications Task Forces specifically 
designed to combat foreign disinformation. 
It also creates a common Rapid Alert 
System aimed at facilitating information 
sharing and coordinating responses to 
disinformation campaigns. While these 
measures have been found to curb 
disinformation, the code lacks enforcement 
and sanctioning capacity, and it is difficult to 
quantify the extent of its success.18

The system of trickle-down proxy censorship 
is also challenged by vagueness and 
uncertainty of the entities’ rules, especially 
given the varying risk appetites towards the 
type of user engagement that is attracted by 
the platform.19 Twitter’s prohibition against 
fear-inciting behavior is different than 
direct attacks on protected characteristics, 
though both sets of rules are of thematic 
equivalence to their objectives. This has 
led to significant inconsistency in the 
enforcement of various policies, especially 
in relation to hate speech and harassment, 
with the use of fake images and doxing 



Shifting moderating and monitoring 
requirements to major social media entities 
carries the risk of alienating smaller social 
media for which such requirements are too 
costly. Automatic filtering systems or live 
moderators, for instance, may not be a scalable 
solution for smaller companies that need 
bespoke approaches because of the language 
or other characteristics of their customer base. 
This may place the digital ecosystem in favor 
of larger players, lessening pluralism in the 
market. However, subjecting social media to 
fewer requirements generally may leave users 
vulnerable to manipulation.
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becoming an increasingly difficult aspect of 
adjudication, in particular when it comes to 
transparency in terms of explanations and 
justifications. There is also a trend of using 
automated tools or setting high sensitivity 
on the filtering tools that may forego 
contextually appropriate content – some 
entities have started requesting users to 
provide supplemental contextual details.20 

In line with these worries, US law remains 
patchwork towards malicious use of 
digital space. There are isolated islands of 
protected content, such as certain types of 
data.21 However, issues like fake news or 
impersonation lack a legislative heuristic. 
Individual cases highlight the trajectory 
towards forming a praxis at a state level. 
For example, in 2019, the New York State 
Attorney General settled a case against a 
company which was selling fake followers 
and ‘likes’ to social media account users, 
because such behavior was deceptive 
over the use of accounts that impersonate 
real people, for both computer-operated 
accounts and human-operated accounts.22 
California, on the other hand, has enacted 
legislation requiring actors using bots in 
content online promotions to disclose which 
posts are machine-generated.23 

Various discussions are currently taking 
place on how to proceed further with the 
regulation of intermediaries and protect 
against the malicious use of the Internet. 
There have been proponents for adding 
limited exceptions to the Section 230 liability 
shield.24 Another option would be to change 

the scope of immunity towards the EU’s 
eCommerce Directive. Immunity could also 
be conditionally removed, if intermediaries 
do not fulfill the duty of care towards content 
moderation, in the form of the German 
NetzDG – currently the most comprehensive 
binding framework for tackling the malicious 
abuse of intermediaries.

The German Experience

The German NetzDG law sets an example 
of a framework which is targeted only at 
larger social media. The statute was drafted 
after requests for voluntary compliance 
from social media failed,25 and in fear of 
disinformation campaigns being able to 
influence the Bundestag elections in late 
2017, it was drafted in a few months.26 The 
regulator purposely aimed to target only 
the top ten largest social media platforms 
operating in Germany, as it applies to 
services with at least two million registered 
users in the country.27 The law applies to 
telemedia service providers that:

“for profit-making purposes, 
operate Internet platforms which 
are designed to enable users to 
share any content with other users 
to make such content available to 
the public.”28

This also serves as a broad definition of a 
social network, which is increased in breadth 
by the narrow exclusion of two types of 
services; platforms offering journalistic 
or editorial content, and platforms aimed 
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at enabling individual communication or 
dissemination of content. 

NetzDG prohibits unlawful content which 
breaches the provisions of certain sections 
of the German Criminal Code – in particular 
those dealing with offenses against the 
democratic constitutional state, public 
order, a person’s honor and sexual self-
determination. No new definitions or 
categories of illegal content are created, 
instead NetzDG differentiates illegal content 
by degree of detectability. Content which 
is “manifestly” unlawful, can be detected 
within 24 hours without “an in-depth 
examination and with reasonable efforts, 
i.e., immediately by trained personnel”.29 
Content which does not appear immediately 
unlawful must be removed, generally, within 
seven days, unless more investigation is 
necessary. Once the platform receives 
more than 100 complaints per year, it 
must publish reports detailing its content 
moderation praxis on a semi-annual basis.30 
Given that Facebook alone, for example, 
makes more than 100,000 content-related 
choices per month among German users 
alone, the clause exists to further frame the 
nature of a ‘social network’. 

The framework also implements a complaint 
procedure that should be easily and directly 
accessible to all users, and the mechanism 
must ensure that the social network provider 
assesses the complaint “immediate[ly].”31 
Decisions on unlawfulness must be referred 
to a “recognized self-regulation institution” 
where:

  Independence of the expertise of 
analysts is ensured;

  Facilities are in place to appropriately 
analyze the complaint within seven 
days;

  Rules of procedure regulate the criteria 
and scope of submission and decision 
requirements, allowing for decisions to 
be reviewed;

  A complaints service mechanism has 
been created;

  The institution is funded by multiple 
social network providers and is open to 
admitting new providers.

The German Telemedia Act of 2007 has also 
been amended to allow for the disclosure 
of subscriber data for the enforcement of 
civil law claims arising from the violation 
of protected rights under NetzDG – this 
disclosure requires a court order. If a social 
media network negligently violates the 
rules, obligations can be set, with fines 
ranging from up to EUR 5 million for failing 
to react to a complaint, to up to EUR 50 
million for all other violations. The Ministry 
of Justice, however, must first obtain 
a court decision declaring the relevant 
content to be illegal.32

When it comes to Facebook, the NetzDG 
reports are reviewed in three stages.33 First, 
complaints are reviewed by members of 
their Community Operations team made 
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up of full-time employees, contractors, and 
external companies to determine whether 
the content violates Facebook standards. 
Second, NetzDG reports not removed for 
violating Facebook standards are assessed 
by a group of employees and contractors – 
each complaint is investigated by an 
individual who can correspond with the 
reporter to obtain context. Third, if the 
legality of the reported content is unclear to 
the in-house lawyers in the previous stages, 

legal assessment is sought from outside 
counsel in Germany. The reporting party and 
reported user are then informed about the 
decision. 

For Google and Facebook, the independent 
institution they work with is the Voluntary 
Self-Control for Multimedia Service 
Providers association, a non-profit that has 
been working with protecting the rights of 
young people in online media since 2003, 

Complaints are reviewed by 
members of their Community 
Operations team made up of 

full-time employees, 
contractors, and external 
companies to determine 

whether the content violates 
Facebook standards. 

NetzDG reports not removed 
for violating Facebook 

standards are assessed by a 
group of employees and 

contractors – each complaint 
is investigated by an 
individual who can 

correspond with the reporter 
to obtain context.

If the legality of the reported 
content is unclear to the 
in-house lawyers in the 
previous stages, legal 

assessment is sought from 
outside counsel in Germany. 

Stages of NetzDG report reviews for Facebook

?

1 2 3
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by ensuring that online media content is 
not harmful to their development or illegal.34 
They help Google and Facebook arbitrate a 
handful of cases every month that require 
external counsel.35 

Importantly, NetzDG does not address 
re-uploads of content – content must be 
flagged anew even if it is identical to previous 
uploads.36 This change was inserted to 
ensure compliance with the eCommerce 
Directive’s prohibition on proactive content 
search requirements. 

The first years of the law have been 
contentious. German voters polled gave 
a strong approval rating of 87%, with 5% 
disapproving. A multitude of other interest 
groups have criticized the law for the 
state abdicating its responsibility and 
giving social media platforms a judicial 
role in deciding the illegality of a role.37 
Advocates of free expression posited 
concern regarding the indirect pressure 
on social networks to over-comply.38 In a 
2018 report, the Special Rapporteur on the 
promotion and protection of the right to 
freedom of opinion and expression posited 
that the government should avoid heavy-
handed regulation with disproportionate 
sanctions on intermediaries and avoid 
proactive filtering of content, while avoiding 
the delegation of authority to corporate 
entities or government agencies instead of 
judicial authorities. The Special Rapporteur 
found that NetzDG prohibition against the 
dissemination of information on criteria 
like defamation does not demand the level 

of protection afforded to them, and thus is 
incompatible with Article 19 of the ICCPR.39

The results of this law are unclear. While 
many pieces of content have been removed, 
their removal was overwhelmingly based 
on the proprietary community standards of 
the social network, which existed before. 
Lawsuits against Facebook for allegedly 
incorrectly deleted content have challenged 
the actions in terms of the content being 
compliant with German law, interpreting 
hate-speech too broadly, or over-interpreting 
the freedom of expression too narrowly.40 
Given the very context-specific nature of 
each case, the rulings have not manifested 
in a unified stance by courts, and in some 
cases have even been contradictory.41 
Facebook was fined EUR 2 million earlier in 
2019 for failing to be adequately transparent 
about the complaints received about illegal 
material, but it is appealing the decision.42 
The German government aims to publish a 
study of NetzDG’s impact in a few years.43

Germany has also spearheaded efforts to 
pluralize social media by proposing a bill 
aimed at binding their ranking and sorting 
algorithms. The bill is a result of significant 
discourse about the dominance of social 
media platforms not just in the market, but 
also in their own forums, and about the fact 
that their business interests may not lead to 
the most optimally democratic outcomes.44 
The bill obliges video platforms such as 
Netflix and intermediaries like social media 
platforms and search engines to disengage 
unfair hindering or promotion of content 



The results of this law are unclear. While many 
pieces of content have been removed, their 
removal was overwhelmingly based on the 
proprietary community standards of the social 
network, which existed before. Lawsuits against 
Facebook for allegedly incorrectly deleted 
content have challenged the actions in terms 
of the content being compliant with German 
law, interpreting hate-speech too broadly, or 
over-interpreting the freedom of expression too 
narrowly. 
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in terms of access, search, and browsing 
features for users. They are mandated to 
prioritize public broadcasting content and 
offer at least two sorting modes (such 
as alphabetical or chronological). While 
media intermediaries do not have the same 
search obligations, they have to ensure that 
providers of journalistic editorial content are 
not discriminated to the point of having a 
significant influence on its visibility.45

Both types of platforms are also responsible 
for disclosing in a simple, recognizable and 
directly accessible format the selection 
criteria for sorting and presenting content. 
The function of the algorithm used to search 
and present content must be disclosed for 
the weight it provides for different criteria, 
also explaining reasons that motivate 
content suggestions.46

France and Italy

The German law is comprehensive, but it 
purposely avoids creating new categories 
of acts or content, instead opting for the 
existing classes in its criminal law. Other 
governments, heavily drawing from the 
German experience, have modified their 
laws to include such definitions. 

The French law against the manipulation of 
information, adopted in July 2019, defines 
information manipulation as:

“inexact or misleading allegation 
of a fact that could alter the 
sincerity of an upcoming vote 

and that is spread deliberately, 
artificially or automatically and 
massively to the online public 
through a communication 
service”47

The law states that operators of digital 
platforms have the duty to combat 
disinformation, and that they are encouraged 
to make efforts in the transparency of their 
algorithms, promotion of content created 
by companies, press agencies and TV 
communication services, the fight against 
accounts diffusing false information, 
and among others, to ensure that the 
digital platform has a legal representative 
in France. The law also has special 
applicability three months prior to elections. 
During this time period, platforms must 
ensure transparency regarding sponsored 
political content, identifying who paid for 
it and how much it cost.48 Any individual, 
political party, association or candidate can 
petition a judge to call for the removal of the 
content. The judge has 48 hours to decide 
whether the content should be removed if it 
meets the following criteria: 

1. The news being manifest
2. It is being disseminated deliberately 

on a large scale
3. It has led to a disturbance of peace 

or has compromised election 
results. 

Content platforms must introduce fake 
news-combating measures and make them 
publicly available. Infringements of the 
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obligations can be punishable by a year of 
imprisonment or a EUR 75,000 fine. 

In a separate bill focused on online hate 
speech, France introduced requirements for 
platforms to create reporting systems which 
allow users to submit notification of illegal 
content which is related to race, gender, 
religion, sexual orientation or disability.49 The 

content must be removed within 24  hours 
based on a decision by the platform. In case 
of non-compliance, platforms could face 
fines of up to 4% of their total revenues, 
and officials can personally face a year of 
imprisonment and fines of up to a quarter-
million euro. Individuals abusing the 
reporting mechanisms can also face prison 
time and monetary fines. The Audiovisual 

Infringements of 
the obligations 

can be punishable 
by a year of 

imprisonment or 
a EUR 75,000 

fine. 

Fake news 
combating 

measures have 
to be made 

publicly available
ake

French
legislation

NEWS

TV

Operators of digital 
platforms have the 

duty to combat 
disinformation, and 
are encouraged to 
make efforts in the 

transparency of their 
algorithms, 

promotion of content 
created by 

companies, press 
agencies and TV 
communication 

services

Operators of digital 
platforms have to 

ensure that the 
digital platform has a 
legal representative 

in France

Special 
applicability three 

months prior to 
elections: 

platforms must 
ensure 

transparency 
regarding 

sponsored 
political content, 
identifying who 
paid for it and 

how much it cost.
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Council is the authority responsible for 
overseeing the level of compliance with the 
mandated rules. However, the European 
Commission has officially requested that 
France postpone the adoption of the law, in 
fear of breaching the requirements of the 
eCommerce Directive.50

Italy, for example, created a website in 2018 
by which readers can report suspected 
disinformation to the Italian State Police, 
which will then investigate the matter and 
take legal steps if evidence supports a 
conclusion that the content is fake news.51 
Depending on whether it is a wide-spread 
media release, the individual could face up 
to five years in prison.52 The bill following 
the creation of the Website defined fake 
news as information that is manifestly 
unfounded or untrue, is clearly harmful to 
the public interest, or alarms the public. 
The fake-news law has not advanced out 
of its parliamentary committee, instead 
advancing initiatives related to guidelines 
for social platforms and newspapers.53

On the basis of the UN International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
the Special Rapporteur on Human Rights 
has noted concern over the protection of 
freedom of expression in light of opaque 
investigations conducted by the Italian 
police.54 The rapporteur is concerned that 
the ICCPR Article 19(3) restriction on 
the right to freedom is not proportional, 
because as long as the right is provided 
by law and is necessary for the rights, 
reputations, safety, security, or health and 

morals of others, online restrictions can be 
the same as off-line restrictions, but they 
must be sufficiently clear, accessible and 
predictable. Indeed, any such restrictions 
must be assessed under the principle of 
proportionality to ensure that they target a 
specific objective and do not unduly intrude 
upon the rights of targeted persons.

The chosen restrictions must also be the 
least intrusive form to achieve the desired 
result, which is particularly important in 
securing public debate in a democratic 
society. In this regard, the OSCE Joint 
Declaration on Freedom of Expression and 
“Fake News” found that general prohibitions 
on disseminating information based on 
vague and ambiguous ideas, including “false 
news” and non-objective information, are 
“incompatible and should be abolished.”55

Shifts in European Praxis on Active 
Monitoring and Filtering of Content

A 2014 decision of the European Court of 
Justice required Google to remove links 
associated with a person’s name appearing 
in searches.56 In 2017 the same court 
also found that even the indexation of the 
metadata of protected works via a search 
function which allows the sharing of those 
works by other users via peer-to-peer 
networks engages in communication to the 
public of those works, and is thus subject to 
respective sanctions.57 The European Union 
has generally recommended that member 
states not create legal rules for actively 
monitoring and filtering illegal content.58
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However, the Court of Justice of the 
European Union has recently changed 
its handling of the issue. In October of 
2019, when presented with the question of 
whether Facebook should proactively seek 
to block defamatory posts that are identical 
or equivalent in content to materials defined 
in Article 15 of the eCommerce Directive. 
The Court found that injunctions covering 
identical and equivalent content to that 
which is found illegal by a court are allowed 
by the Directive, but they must not require 
the platform to independently examine 
whether the content violates the law. In 
this, the Court diverges from the standards 
set in previous cases to advance the idea 
that Facebook may be required to monitor 
every post by every customer, even if it was 
not specifically specified in advance by a 
court.59 

The legal drafts of the Terrorist Content 
Regulation, however, observe that derivative 
mandatory proactive measures should 
not lead to imposing a general monitoring 
obligation, but derogations may occur.60 
The bill proposes subjecting entities beyond 
social media networks. Hosting service 
providers are defined as:

“provider[s] of information society services 
consisting of the storage of information 
provided by and at the request of the content 
provider and in making the information 
stored available to the public”

Hosting service providers are obliged to take 
“appropriate, reasonable and proportionate 

actions” against the dissemination of 
terrorist content, with due regard to 
fundamental rights and the freedom of 
expression. The competent authority 
will have the power to issue a decision 
requiring the hosting service provider to 
remove the terrorist content within one 
hour of receipt. They are also responsible 
for taking proactive measures, including the 
use of automated tools to prevent the re-
upload of content that has previously been 
flagged or to detect and identify terrorist 
content. Human oversight and complaint 
mechanisms are also necessary.61 

Rules on Social Media Intermediaries 
Beyond NATO countries

The use by certain nations of the NetzDG 
modalities has raised concerns about the 
ultimate benefactor and purpose of the 
laws. The 2018 Egyptian Media and Press 
Law provides the national regulator with 
the right to suspend any personal Websites, 
blogs, or social media accounts with more 
than 5,000 followers if they post “fake news, 
promote violence, or spread hateful views.”62 
Individuals can be prosecuted for even 
encouraging others to break the law via their 
content.

In 2019 Singapore set in force the Protection 
from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation 
Act, allowing heads of Singaporean 
ministries to issue fines and imprison 
individuals over “falsehoods” against public 
interests.63 Notably, the rules do not apply 
to satire, parody, opinions, or criticisms of 
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the government and its policies, instead 
explicitly adhering to restricting false 
statements of fact.64 They also grant a 
range of corrective orders which allow 
online intermediaries not just to remove, 
but also to edit content if so requested by 
the government. This applies not only to 
social networks, but to any form of mobile 
networks. Sri Lanka is similarly considering 
the adoption of amendments to the penal 
and criminal codes to criminalize the 
dissemination of “false news” that affects 
“communal harmony” or state security.65 

Russia drafted legislation in 2019 to 
target “unreliable information,” defined as 
“unreliable, socially significant information 
disseminated under the guise of reliable 
messages which creates a threat to life 
and/or the health of citizens or property, 
the threat of mass disturbance of public 
order and/or public safety, or the threat of 
creating or impairing the proper operation 
of vital elements of transport or social 
infrastructure, credit institutions, energy, 
facilities, industry or communications.”66 
The state authority can act on its own or on 
the basis of a complaint by a third party to 
oblige a host to delete the relevant content 
within 24 hours. The legislation also targets 
content that expresses “lack of respect for 
the authorities” and “offends human dignity 
and public morality, and displays obvious 
disrespect for society, the state, [and] the 
official state symbols…”

The People’s Republic of China presents a 
different type of comprehensive Internet 

governance framework. Ever since the 
idea of ‘Internet Sovereignty’ was raised in 
China in 2010, the country has sought to 
develop government capacity to supervise, 
regulate, and censor all content on the 
Internet within China’s national borders 
without interference.67 The Chinese 
cybersecurity law which came into effect in 
2017 concretized the vision. It applies to all 
‘network operators’68 which own, manage, 
or provide network services, as well as to 
virtually any device capable of interfacing 
with data. People are obliged to obey 
social norms, accept supervision from the 
government and the public, and bear social 
responsibility.69 Persons or organizations 
are explicitly prohibited from engaging in a 
wide range of activities against public order 
or security, including activities endangering 
national honor, interests, the socialist 
system, or national unity. The law also 
expressly prohibits the proliferation of false 
information to disrupt economic or social 
order, or information infringing upon the 
rights of others.70 

The law has been implemented extensively. 
For example, in the months leading up 
to the 19th Communist Party Congress in 
2017, foreign media were removed from 
China’s social media and video platforms, 
and certain TV shows were labelled as 
illegal. More broadly, several thousand 
Websites have been shut down since, and 
more internal censors have been hired. 
The People’s Republic’s leading social 
media platforms regularly shutter accounts 
considered to be disseminating gossip. 
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The control is only bound to increase in 
intensiveness given that China’s Cyberspace 
Administration, the Internet content 
authority, released a new set of rules a few 
months ago, which expands on the bans 
of illegal content.71 Network operators are, 
for instance, ordered to restrict content 
such as exaggerated headlines which could 
encourage minors to pursue unsafe acts. 
Recommendations are issued to institute 
algorithms to promote ‘proper’ content 
instead.72
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Analysis and Recommendations

Legal initiatives in the West cover a 
range of issues ranging from fake news 
to illegal content, and on to information 
manipulation. The majority of new initiatives 
are focused on the traditional understanding 
of social media – Facebook, Twitter, Google 
– in light of their observed ability to enable 
disinformation73 via fake profiles and 
groups, online advertising and clickbait, and 
micro-targeting and manipulative use of 
third-party data analysis. However, the novel 
legal frameworks do not proceed far beyond 
the modalities of moderating specific 
pieces of content. The discussion remains 
framed around how users, social networks 
and governments can work together to 
achieve a fair and democratic outcome 
regarding singular units of information. 
Creating procedural frameworks for 
handling individual cases with high levels of 
certainty and legitimacy has been a logical 
priority. Such an approach leaves many 
gaps for disinformation-fostering behavior 
to proceed, but it is an important first step 
toward covering at least the ends of the 
disinformation campaigns before tackling 
the means. 

The means involve a wide range of tools, 
ranging from the purposeful dissemination 
of inciteful opinions, to the abuse of social 
media algorithms to advance a narrative, 
to even the malignant and fraudulent 
use of technological tools for hacking or 

impersonation. The vast range of such 
tools and their different degrees of legality 
at this point prevent a comprehensive 
framework. Purchasing followers or likes 
to support certain content is currently 
only regulated by the Terms of Service 
of social media platforms. Ensuring that 
parties cannot use such a tool without the 
voluntary participation of platforms would 
also require cross-checking jurisdictions to 
the origin of the service provider. The test 
for legality would have to be made against 
the relevant system’s framework. Troll farms 
are an even more evasive tool, as attempts 
to shut down their dissemination of certain 
narratives would face a direct challenge 
to the freedom of expression. It is also 
conversely difficult to account for the innate 
partialities of individuals who make them 
the targets or amplifiers of such campaigns, 
or the motivations for producing and 
distributing them. Studies often find that 
online consumption of information and its 
further proliferation are more of an indicator 
of membership to certain communities than 
a search for or even belief in its objectivity.74 

At the moment, a comprehensive legal 
framework is unlikely. Important steps have 
been taken to create a capacity to affect 
particular content, but major European 
nations have taken divergent approaches to 
legislating online behavior, focusing efforts 
instead on different platforms, sources, and 



At the moment, a comprehensive legal 
framework is unlikely. Important steps have 
been taken to create a capacity to affect 
particular content, but major European nations 
have taken divergent approaches to legislating 
online behavior, focusing efforts instead on 
different platforms, sources, and chronologies.
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chronologies. The US still has not chosen a 
path for updating its online regime. Further 
legislative progress is highly likely to vary 
across jurisdictions, and legal trajectories 
will concretize only at a national level. 
This is similar to the multiple rounds of 
legislative development in other nascent 
legal regimes like money laundering or 
virtual currency regimes, where many 
initiatives are based on trial and error. The 
iterative legislative process will be critical 
for creating definitions, praxis, and data for 
further examination. 

While investigation into halting these means 
of disinformation continues, the law has 
multiple access points to expand in, so as 
better to halt the spread of illegal content, 
including the strengthening of existing 
legislation on misleading advertising, 
election silence periods, political spending, 
consumer rights, and data protection 
rules.75 The examined legal documents 
highlight that the updating of existing 
norms and bringing them directly into 
the online flora via connector legislation 
is a path which faces little resistance. 
Many options for regulating automated 
content recognition technology in the area 
of disinformation have been proposed, 
ranging from allowing for the continuation 
of the status quo, to forms of self-
regulation with differing extents of audits, 
co-regulation between governments and 
industry, and statutory regulations ordering 
a regulator to combat disinformation 
directly by licensing or other moderation 
mechanisms. In the European Union 

alone, a litany of policy proposals and 
discussions have deliberated on the use of 
new technology in such initiatives, ranging 
from voluntary compliance programs, 
codes, principles, and varying degrees of 
recommendations for algorithmic and AI 
based content moderation, particularly 
calling for transparency in their use. The 
creation of an internet Ombudsman has 
been proposed at the Council of Europe to 
assess whether content is legal or illegal, 
and it could accept questions from Internet 
intermediaries.76

However, critical to the development of 
legal rules in the online environment is 
an understanding of the purpose of such 
goals. The current regime was developed in 
reaction to fear of interferences in political 
campaigns, terrorist threats, and other high-
level incidents. The resulting mechanisms 
function as quick-response firemen 
teams capable of putting out content-
based incidents. The approach has been 
conservative, and various stakeholders have 
urged for continued restraint to ensure that 
the legal instruments cannot be used to 
stifle fundamental freedoms. Governments 
espousing different values have shown how 
the mechanisms can be abused, and the 
worries are warranted.

Countries should continue conducting 
gap reviews to better understand which 
ones the law cannot fulfil beyond the 
aforementioned need to have an emergency 
instrument. In the meantime, there are three 
important steps that states should take: 
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First, states should confidently increase 
transparency requirements for Internet 
entities to amass the data necessary to 
understand these gaps and their origin. 
This will allow for more tangible analysis of 
the impact brought by malevolent activity 
online, which will necessarily be context-
specific. States can formulate their priorities 
and engage with the relevant stakeholders 
on the basis of these findings.

Second, states should expand their focus 
on bringing traditional non-discrimination 
rules to the digital domain, so as to 
develop a more plural digital environment, 
and ultimately assert which information 
typologies are purposefully malicious, thus 
requiring counter activity, or are authentic 
emanations of people’s opinions. This 
information can further be used across 
states to develop more comprehensive 
approaches. 

Third, countries should also begin 
capacity-building for the digital 
environment, as more pertinent gaps in 
capabilities between states may become 
a factor for exploitation. An advanced 
legal framework will be ineffective without 
appropriate resources for its enforcement. 
The weakest links in the Transatlantic space 
can become hotbeds for disinformation 
propagation, or even data off-shores, 
impeding the defensive capacity of all 
states. 

While in the short-term, legal drafting and 
enforcement of malicious internet use will 

likely remain a domestic responsibility, 
international standards should be calibrated 
concurrently. The various experiences and 
dimensions nations have taken to counter 
the malicious use of the Internet provide 
ample learning opportunities. Standards 
should be centered on collective, democratic 
and liberal principles, juxtaposing the 
emanations of some regimes beyond the 
Transatlantic. These foundations will ease 
cooperation and normalize the still early 
fight against Internet exploiters. Once 
a unified trajectory and groundwork are 
secured, a more comprehensive multilateral 
legal framework can be developed.



Next steps: 

1. Democratic, liberal and collective principles 
should be used as legislation standards and as 
such should be prioritised from the day one

2. Increased transparency requirements for 
Internet entities to amass the data necessary 
to understand existing legislation gaps and 
further legislations needs

3. Governments should undertake their 
knowledge and capacity-building for the 
digital environment

4. It will require iterative legislative processes to 
achieve comprehensive legal framework
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